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I could remember feeling slightly miffed al those years ago that here was another in the
long list of articles by ill-prepared Sydney journos who come to Wollongong in search of
forgotten culture and go home without an 'angle' and are then forced to produce what
amounts to little more than moaning about the philistinism of Illawarra.
All this only came back to me after Margaret McDonald asked me last year at an IHS
meeting whether I'd read Hazel Rowley's biography of Christina Stead (Heineman, 1993)
and if I'd happened to notice the name of the house Christina visited as a child.
I hadn 't - even though I'd skim-read Rowley's biography in the way that I suppose most
fathers of three small daughters are forced to.

On re-reading the early sections of Rowley's book this year I noted, as Margaret assured
me I would, the following reference to Christina Stead's step-mother:
"Ada Gibbins...had been born in 1879 in Kent Street in the heart of Sydney. Six years
later, the family had moved to Dappeto, the mansion on the hill named after the area
south ofWollongong where Frederick Gibbins spent his childhood."
There were a couple of more details - including the essential one that Frederick Gibbins
father was a convict and therefore eminently suited to some further research. Being an
ignorant literary critic like myself, however, Rowley did nor include the name of the ship
on which john Gibbins was transponed (a sin of which I am sure no family historian
would ever be guilty. And one which I will never be now be guilty of thanks to the good
influences of the late Peter Doyle).

THE CAREER OF JOHN GIBBINS
Ada Gibbins was the youngest child of Frederick Gibbins, born ar Mullet Creek in 1841 \\\~ ()\\\~ J-J\\ 10\ M\\\\\tttll\m ~\\ll \()\\\\ <J\\)'\1\w:>.
Ada's grandmother, Ann Meredith was born in the colony but one of the greatest conrict
success stories is that of her grandfather- the 'Butcher's Boy',John Gibbins.
Transported on the Claudine (2) in 1829, he had received a sentence of 14 years for
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being a "pickpockets". he was tried in either London or Middlesex (depending on which
record you look at) and was reputedly "5' 2' in height and had a "ruddy pale" complexion which was "much pitted". His hair was dark brown and he "hazel eyes". On arrival in
New South Wales he was disposed of to the "Department of Public Works". John Gibbins
was listed as "aged 18 years".
By the time of the 1837 "Returns of Convicts" Gibbins was "aged 29" and his master was
"G. Blackett" of Liverpool. He received a Ticket of Leave in 1838 with the proviso that he
remain in the Liverpool district but this was "lost" (probably conveniently) and its
replacement, issued on November 22, 1829 allowed him to remain in Illawarra. When
banns were posted for John's marriage to the free-born Ann Meredith, Ann's father
(then the Chief Constable at Liverpool) guaranteed to keep the couple in his service
until John could obtain his Ticket of Leave · something which the official records indicate he already had. Why he didn't want his father-in-law, Frederick Meredith (born in
the colony in 1800) to know this (or at least to pretend that he didn't know) is an interesting question.
In the 1841 Census (Return No. 347) John's place of residence was described as "Mullet
Creek, Illawarra. The person in charge of the household of two was 'john Gibbons" and
the owner of the house was listed as the "Government Stockade". In this household of
two there was one "free person" (presumably Ann Meredith born c. 1823) and John was
listed in a column indicating he was either a "shopkeeper" or undertaking "other retail
duties". According to the census, Ann had no duties of any kind ·which is highly unlikely
as living as the wife of a butcher in a Government Stockade probably meant spending a
lot of time dodging convicts, being a wife and mother and possibly even acting as a
butcher's assistant.
The various Government Stockades used to domicile convicts engaged in road building
in lilawarra appear to have begun at the bottom of Mount Keira Road and moved on to
various locations to the south as the road was being constructed. By 1841 the road was
obviously being built in the vicinity of the present Dapto area.
The butcher's boy turned pickpockets had graduated in the space of less than a decade
to being the butcher who supplied the meat to the Government Stockade at Mullet
Creek in Ulawarra.
From such a relatively humble start in the Government Stockade at dapto, John Gibbons
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and Ann Meredith's retail activities had prospered sufficiently w give their son, Frederick
Gibbons (named after his
maternal grandfather),
sufficient start in life to
enable him to go on to
build a sprawling
Vicrorian mansion called
"Dapetto'.
As the accompanying
photo shows it was a
splendid residence.
DAPPETO

THE ORIGIN OF THE PlACE NAME "DAPTO"
The interesting detail revealed by the choice of the house name "Dappeto" is that it
lends some support to the view of john Brown who, according w Bill McDonald in his
IHS publication Nineteenth Centwy Dapto (p.75; 1976 edition), was quoted in 1893 as
indicating that "the western portion of the Hooka lands towards West Dapto...was called
by the aboriginals "Dabpeto".
Because Frederick Gibbins transliteration of the place-name also has three syllables. This
tends to indicate that both "Dappeto" and "Dabpeto" are varying transliterations of what
is probably exactly the same aboriginal word rendered by different native speakers. The
fact that Gibbins grew up in the area in the l&10s also lends wait w the much later reminiscence of john Brown.
The earliest reference to Dapto, according to Bill McDonald, is that of surveyor Knapp in
1829. The Wollongong Council Local Studies Library Card Index, however, has a reference w a claim that a local Aborigine claimed the word "Dapto" was not Aboriginal.
Unfortunately, the page reference to McCaffrey proves, in this instance, £O be faulty and I
have been unable to confirm or deny the strength of this source.
I suspect, however, that it is just such a comment that the word is not an Aboriginal one
that has sparked the rash of fanciful claims that the word is derived from the English

